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Chapter 2195-Swordsman

“An stable?” Ferguson Wu laughed suddenly when he heard Ericson’s words.

“Ericson, you feel that Mark committed a terrible disaster. Can you survive this time?”
“Huh? What do you mean?” Ericson’s expression suddenly sank after hearing this.

Because, from Ferguson Wu’s words, Ericson heard an inexplicable surprise.

“It’s not interesting, just tell you some facts so that you can make plans early.”

Ferguson Wu whispered.

Ericson’s brow furrowed deeper.

“Ferguson Wu, what do you want to say?” Ignoring Ericson’s question, Ferguson Wu
turned his head and looked at the stage.

At this time, on the stage, the drama of the Qing army entering the pass was singing,
and Wu Sangui was edicted by King Qin.

But the march deliberately swallowed slowly, and when he arrived thousands of miles
outside the capital city, Emperor Chongzhen had already committed suicide and the city
of Gritsberg was broken.

“Er, have you seen this play?” “What do you think of Wu Sangui?” Ferguson Wu didn’t
know where he was interested, but he discussed the drama with Ericson.

“If Wu Sangui arrives in time, the tens of thousands of miles in the Ming Dynasty will not
fall into the hands of foreigners.”

“This person is unfaithful and unfilial, a famous traitor in history.”

“Notes will bear eternal infamy!” Ericson said coldly. With.

However, Ferguson Wu shook his head: “I don’t think so. Instead, I think this person is a
man of the world.”

“Good birds choose trees and dwell, good ministers choose masters and serve.”



“Da Ming has exhausted his energy, so he is gone. He couldn’t return to heaven.”

“He saw the situation clearly, protected himself in a timely manner, and finally became
himself an emperor, and finally died.”

Ferguson Wu said slowly, and the more Ericson listened, the dignity between his
eyebrows became stronger.

“What the hell are you trying to say?” “Second Lord, don’t you understand what I said?”
“As far as I know, after learning that Lu Mingfeng and Xu Shaohua had died, Lu
Cangqiong, the old man of the Lu family, and the old man Xu of the Xu family King’s
Landing is full of thunder and anger.”

“These two families, one family is in charge of Vietnam’s power, and one family holds
hundreds of thousands of heavy soldiers.”

“With the joint efforts of the two, do you think Mr. Chu can really stop it?” Ferguson Wu
looked at Xiang Ericson, Shen Sheng continued.

“Just yesterday, Xu Haiyang, the number two figure in the Xu family, had left Gritsberg
and secretly entered the Noirfork Military Region.”

“Who they are coming from, you should be very clear.”

“Now the revenge of the Lu and Xu family has begun.”

“Soon, Yan Jing’s anger will be like a torrential river, sweeping the entire Noirfork!
“Second Lord, do you have to continue to be loyal and protect Mark?” “A person who
knows the current affairs is a handsome man.”

“Mr. Chu is exhausted. Before everything is too late, you and I will join forces to secretly
protect Mr. Chu.”

Catch!” “You and I will be guilty and meritorious, and leave Mark to the Lu and Xu family.
I believe that by then, the Lu and Xu family will not only blame us, but will also be
grateful to us.”

“When the time comes, you and me. With the favor and support of the two big Gritsberg
giants, this Noirfork land does not belong to you and me?” Ferguson Wu said again and
again, there was a flame of ambition in his eyebrows, burning.

However, Ericson was frightened when he heard it.

“Ferguson Wu, are you crazy?” “Even if Mr. Chu is really exhausted, it is definitely not
you and me that can be brought down.”

“I think you don’t want to live anymore.”



“You lunatic~”

Chapter 2196 the terrified Ericson

When Ericson heard this, his face paled, but he didn’t dare to stay here with Ferguson
Wu anymore.

With a pale face, he turned to leave.

“Second Lord, I am thinking about you too.”

“People are not for themselves, and the heavens are destroyed!” “Noirfork Chen Ao has
rebelled, why should you stick to it?” “You are foolish!” Opportunity, otherwise, when the
revenge of the Lu and Xu family comes, not only Mark, but also your comrades will be
finished.”

Ferguson Wu was still talking.

But Ericson did not dare to listen anymore.

“Enough!” “Ferguson Wu, the friendship between you and me is over.”

“From now on, we don’t have to contact.”

“Today’s things, I will not happen, you and I have never met.”

“From now on. , What kind of road do you choose has nothing to do with me.”

“You take your Yangguan Road, and I cross my single-plank bridge.”

“Life and death, each one’s destiny!” Ericsontieqing said sharply.

After speaking, he hurriedly left.

But he didn’t dare to stay here for half a minute.

After all, what Mark hated most was betrayal.

If Mr. Chu knew that he had met Ferguson Wu in private, then even if Ericsonwuxin
betrayed, Mr. Chu would surely be suspicious.

Therefore, Ericson’s only thought now is to sever all contacts with Ferguson Wu.

Otherwise, I want to explain in the future, I’m afraid it will be impossible to explain.

However, Ericson does not blame Ferguson Wu.



The choice between them is right or wrong.

It’s just that the way you keep in your heart is different!

Some people see the wind turn the rudder and follow the trend.

There are people who stick to their heart and remain loyal.

On this day, the two people who have known each other for many years finally parted
ways here.

Different road non-phase plan!

After returning, Ericson felt uneasy for a long time.

He never thought of betrayal.

After all, Mark has the grace to recreate him, and there is support for him.

Everything that Ericson has today can be said to have been given by Mark.

Even without Mark, he would have died on Chumen Mountain back then.

However, when facing life and death, even if Ericsonrei firmly stood on Mark’s side, his
heart could not be calm after all.

After all, besides his own strength, Mr. Chu now has no reliance on the two giants, Lu
and Xu.

As for the identity of the Chu family, it obviously couldn’t bring any help to Mark.

Mark had been expelled from the Chu family long ago.

Ericson estimated that many people in the Chu family might be eager for Mark to die.

“What to do?” “What on earth to do?” Ericson wanted to break his head, and he didn’t
think of any way to break the enemy.

In the end, Ericson, who was anxious, had to run to the villa in the western suburbs,
crying and begging: “Mr. Chu, let’s run?” “Don’t do the wedding first, it’s important to
save your life.”

“Please, Mr. Chu.”

If you don’t leave again, it’s really late.”

“The people from Lu and Xu have already arrived in Noirfork.”



“Either tomorrow, or the day after tomorrow, I guess they will be in Wrilfill.”

“At that time, you will be Mr. Chu. I can’t leave if I want to leave~” Ericson begged Mark
with tears and nose.

Is he afraid of death?

Of course I am afraid!

The reason why he didn’t dare to betray Mark was because he was afraid that Mark
would kill him.

Therefore, if Mark didn’t talk about running, he naturally didn’t dare to run.
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